Thus far the U.S. has failed to prosecute anyone up the chain of command for abuses that have occurred in the highest offices of the United States of America, setting a precedent for future leaders to repeat the same crimes. That is why CODEPINK is modeling citizen justice (with a splash of pink) by holding the Bush and Obama administrations and others accountable for leading us into unjust and illegal military interventions. As we stand on the shoulders of the peace and social justice activists who came before us, we know that change will not occur unless citizens stand up for their rights under the law.

**War Criminal (S)hero of the Week: Bridget DePape**

On June 4, 2011, Senate Page Brigette DePape silently stood up on the floor of the Senate chamber with a "Stop Harper" sign. DePape was not charged for the peaceful protest, but instead was fired from her Page position.

**Demand for the Restoration of Rule of Law & Accountability**

CODEPINK is partnering with High Road for Human Rights and thousands others in signing a demand for the restoration of rule of law and accountability for war crimes! Reject complacency and take a stand! Sign the demand and be counted among those who demand that the rule of law be honored by the U.S. www.codepink.org

**The Bush Six**

Spanish national courts had taken the first steps in starting a criminal investigation of six former Bush Administration officials with charges they had enabled and abetted torture by justifying the abuse of terrorism suspects. The case had involved the possible torture of five Spanish citizens held at Guantanamo. The six include: Alberto Gonzales, Douglas Feith, William J. Haynes II, Jay Bybee, John Yoo and David Addington.

**Most Wanted War Criminals List and Card Deck**

After Downing Street & CODEPINK’s newest War Criminal Playing Cards! Need some help identifying War Criminals in your midst? We hope our cards will educate and inspire you to grab a set of pink handcuffs and go make a citizen’s arrest. Our “how-to-arrest-a-war-criminal” guide is included.

**War Criminal Watch Calendar**

Weekly list of war criminals in town!

**YouTubes, Actions, Flickr, Photos, Local Spotlight & more!**

www.codepink.org/warcriminals / @exposewarcrimes